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Since 2019, Serenity Alliance has been a source of comfort for people in their
emotional times of loss. Here you will find a deep understanding of what you
are going through, so you are not alone in the process. You will be guided by
Serenity Alliance to understand every detail of what to expect during every
stage, and we will connect our clients with trusted, quality resources to support
their bereavement journey. Although it may not always be possible to prepare
for loss, Serenity Alliance is your bereavement professional to provide
consultation and insight. Our efforts to help you through this difficult time
include detailed planning to ensure that every need is cared for.
We will maintain consistent communication with you throughout the process
and you will gain a complete understanding of the available services offered to
you during your bereavement. This is a very emotional time that can be fraught
with overwhelming feelings, thoughts, and confusion. But with
Serenity Alliance, you have a partner offering companionship through
compassion. To help you remember your loved one the way that feels right, we
can provide thoughtful guidance to plan your memorial. After the loss has taken
you through an emotionally difficult experience, Serenity Alliance is there to
help you move forward.
Serenity Alliance can be there for you in your time of loss. We are also available
for an unexpected passing or bereavement events, as well as public speaking on
bereavement and empathy advocacy.
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Hello Beautiful Soul,
As you read the message within these words, please know that your pain is real
and you are safe to feel every wave that confronts you, from one moment to the
next.
During this most difficult time, I offer you companionship. You may experience
any number of emotions, including anger, fear, guilt, loneliness and resentment.
Although we cannot take this pain from you, please know that you do not have
to endure this process alone.
Should you find yourself filled with confusion or an overwhelming need to
move forward, but do not know where to start, we would like to offer our
bereavement companionship services to assist you. We are committed to your
bereavement journey and have been developing trusted relationships with
credible alternative specialists, dedicated to assisting you along your journey.
Please know there are no time constraints and we encourage you to give
yourself permission to move at a pace that is comfortable for you, during this
time of great loss.
You are welcome to connect with us through e-mail, telephone or social media.
We are here to support you at your pace and at any stage of your bereavement
journey.
Sincerely,

Savannah Shaw
Owner and Founder of Serenity Alliance
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PURPOSE OF
WORKBOOOK

Serenity Alliance‟s „The Bereavement Companion‟, is designed to help our
bereaved families to become present with their grief; encouraging them to ask
questions and discover what they need as they move through their grief
journeys.
We are dedicated to continuously invest in professional relationships with
qualified specialists in a diverse field of alternative and traditional support, to
ensure our clients are connected to the appropriate services, accredited by
Serenity Alliance‟s core values.
You will find information to help support your thoughts and feelings during
your grief process. Once reading the content, you may discover validation and
inspiration to further discover your needs and how to grow alongside your loss.
The techniques within these pages are designed by trusted professional
practices, focused to encourage our bereaved families to utilize alternative tools
to encourage mindfulness and how to recognize signs that you may need further
support.
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UNDERSTANDING
GRIEF
&

BEREAVEMENT
GRIEF
There are many events throughout our lives that will cause us to feel the pain and anguish of loss or
change. From divorce, to the loss of a loved one, we are uniquely impacted by these significant events.
The process that we move through in order to cope with these extraordinary circumstance is called
grief.
During this time of grief, it is understood that no one will reach acceptance at the same rate or in the
same way
Grief is not linear, it comes in waves during the most unexpected times, usually manifested through an
emotional trigger, that causes us to relive or reminisce on the moments or people who are no longer in
our lives.

BEREAVEMENT
An individual may experience grief in many aspects of their life, however,
those who are experience the loss of a loved one.

bereavement is unique to

Bereavement is defined as the adjustment to one‟s life without their loved one.
It is important to understand, your bereavement is not an event you can recover from, rather it is a
journey of self reflection, reverence and growth.
As you move through your bereavement and grief process, you will come to find you are able to
gracefully move toward rebuilding your life without your loved one.
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THE WAVES
OF
GRIEF
Disbelief and Shock
- When you lose someone who was an influence in your life, you may experience a
numbness, this numbness may create doubt that the loss has happened.
“Don’t let anyone
invalidate or minimize
how you feel.
If you feel something, you
feel it and it’s real to you.
Nothing anyone says has
the power to invalidate
that, ever.
No one else lives in your
body.
No one else sees life
through your eyes.
No one else has lived
through your experiences.
And so, no one else has the
right to dictate or judge
how you feel.
Your feelings are
important and you
deserve to be heard.
They are inherently valid
and they matter.
Don’t let anyone make
you believe otherwise.”

- Daniell Koepke

Denial
- Your mind develops throughout your life to learn from events that have caused pain.
During this development, you will find your mind will try to protect you from the pain of loss,
this may cause you to deny the reality of a loved one passing.

Anger
- You may find yourself exhibiting uncharacteristic outbursts of anger to anyone or
anything during your grief journey. This may be triggered by any number of events, including
being overwhelmed, exhaustion and fear.

Guilt and Pain
- You may experience physical and emotional pain throughout your grief journey.

Guilt
may be one of the emotional pains you experience. Survivors guilt can be incredibly painful,
as you may believe you do not deserve to continue your life, while your loved one has lost
theirs.

Bargaining
- Your mind may begin to wander and search for ways to relieve the pain you feel after a
loss. Bargaining with the powers that be may offer hope that someone or something can
take the pain away or bring your loved one back.

Depression
- This sensation may be completely foreign to you, however, it is important to know that
you are safe. It is considered very healthy to experience depression while grieving, it shows
that you are processing the loss and are allowing yourself to feel what you need to feel. If you
are concerned about your darkest thoughts, please know there are many resources readily
available to you and help you move through it.

Acceptance
- It is important to know, accepting the loss of a loved one does not mean you have
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forgotten or are not impacted by the loss. It is healthy to work toward acceptance. Once you
begin to experience acceptance, this will be a gentle sign you may be ready to begin rebuilding
after the loss of your loved one.

COPING WITH
THE EMOTION
Coping with the emotion
- What will help you calm
your mind in this moment?
- Our emotions serve a
purpose; to protect us in a
moment when our mind
processes a threat
- Feel what you need

Identify with the emotion

5.

1.

- Your emotions are valid
- You are safe to feel what you need
- You are experiencing immense
emotion, anyone who has been faced
with what you are faced with would
respond the same

Explore the emotion
- What triggered you?
- Was there a specific
topic discussed?
- Did a memory upset
you?

Label your emotion
- Where are you feeling it

4.

2.

- Describe the emotion
- Does it have a colour,
weight or shape?

3.
Separate from the emotion
- Visualize the emotion as a
physical object
- Where do you want to put it?
- Sit with it
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BEREAVEMENT
SUPPORT PLAN
When I am experiencing dark thoughts, how can I connect to the world around me?

Who can I contact if I am unable to cope with my thoughts and emotions?

Be

Brave
enough
to ask

Who can I contact if I, or anyone around me is in danger?

for

Help

Things, places or people I need to avoid that cause me stress or anxiety:

Emergency contacts:
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MINDFULNESS
EXERCISES
BREATHE
As you enter this world, the first necessity we require is breath. While working to embrace your
darkest moments, remember this, if all you do in this moment is breathe, you are already growing
from this experience.
Exercise:
* Breathe in. Breathe out.
* Allow your body to relax with each breath.
* Imagine your breath is like a wave
* With each inhale you are bringing in love and light.
* With each exhale, you are expelling the anger, tension and pain.
* Your cells are filling with positive energy and flowing to every fibre of
your body, allowing your mind and body to be in a peaceful state.

GRATITUDE
Your life is filled with little moments of absolute beauty and joy. In your daily hustle and bustle, it
is easy to become consumed by the stresses and obligations of your life. Celebrate the little
victories, they will accumulate and lead to an abundance of gratitude.
Exercise:
* Consider the things that make you smile, or bring you peace
* Every time you encounter these things or people, take a moment to admire
them.
* What is it about these items that bring a smile to your face?
* Pay attention to where you feel this peaceful energy in your body. Is it in
your chest, in your head, in your stomach, or is it all encompassing?
* Is it the smell of the item that connects with you? Perhaps it is the feel of it
under your fingertips.
* Give thanks to your peaceful beacon. Say it privately, say it out loud; how
ever you wish to honour this energy, allow your authenticity to be your guide.
* Document, draw or take a photo of these peaceful influences, they will help
bring you back to this place of love and peace when you are in the depths of
your darkness.

Mindfulness is a state in
which you become present with
your thoughts, feelings and
environment.


It will encourage you to slow
down



It will promote self-discovery



It will contribute to increased
focus or concentration



You will begin to feel your
stress and anxiety decrease



It will teach you to build
healthy coping skills



It will increase your ability to
build resiliency to stressful
situations



It will teach you to be patient
with yourself and compassionate for those around you



It will teach you to alter your
perception of your hardest
experiences and embrace each
moment with love and
acceptance
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MINDFULNESS
EXERCISES
GROUNDING
There is so much that you will take for granted in your day, from the air that fills your lungs, to the
clothes that shield you from the elements. Your routine and daily life will pull you in many different
directions, distracting you from the simple art of being. When you feel detached, it is time to
reconnect
Exercise:
* Separate your emotions from what creates anxiety.
* Take 5 slow, deep breaths
* Identify 5 things you can see and describe them.
* Identify 4 things you can feel and notice where you feel them on your body
* Identify 3 things you can hear and check in with how they make you feel
* Identify 2 things you can smell and determine if they are new or familiar
smells
* Identify 1 thing you can taste and break down in detail what makes up this
taste; imagine you are a food critique, or a wine sommelier.

EMPATHY
As a child, you were born with the survival instincts and biological maturity to focus on your own
survival. Empathy is an abstract concept that is taught, either by culture, religion or regional laws.
Empathy will connect you to another being by considering their perspective and choosing to act
with compassion.
Exercise:
* Feel your breath move freely in and out of your lungs.
* Imagine the person in front of you is breathing the same air.
* Listen to the words they choose, and imagine these words were delivered
with an image.
* Take note of what this image would look like, is it dark and ominous, is it
bright and cheerful, or is it muted and gloomy.
* Consider how these words/images make you feel
* You may experience a sense of judgement or personal perspective of their
message.
* Remember, they are not deliberately trying to offend you, they are trying to
understand what you need and how to help you.
* Some people may try to force their perspective. When your intuition
highlights this may be true, take a moment to consider what is driving their
urgency.
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BOUNDARIES
It is very important to identify what your boundaries are and how to communicate them
to those around you, especially while you are healing.
Our society has significantly influenced our negative perspectives around boundaries.
From an early age we are given rules to follow, regardless of how we want to explore the
world around us. Rules are very important, they are encourage each member to follow
tested practices and protocols, to promote minimal negative repercussions.
As we mature, we learn the importance of saying, “no”, which can cause confusion, as we
have spent our lives following someone else‟s boundaries, and now we have the ability to
create our own. But, what is a boundary?
A boundary is anything that creates a sensation of frustration, anger, resentment or fear
within yourself. Your boundaries may be different from the person beside you, and this is
why it is important to know what boundaries are concrete, and which are flexible.
Keeping in mind that a fixed mindset does not allow for flexibility, nor does it allow for
growth.
The first step to identifying your boundaries is by asking yourself these questions:















Do I feel unheard?
Do I feel judged?
Do I feel I am not enough?
Do I feel unworthy?
Do I feel excluded?
Do I feel blamed?
Do I feel uncared for?
Do I feel unloved?
Do I feel controlled?
Do I feel betrayed?
Do I feel unimportant?
Do I feel disrespected?
Do I feel unsafe?
Do I feel manipulated?

If the answer to
any of these
questions is

YES,

Love yourself
enough to set
boundaries.
You get to choose
how you use it.
You teach people
how to treat you
by deciding what
you will and
won’t accept.
- Anna Taylor

you have begun
to identify
a boundary.
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BOUNDARIES
What are my boundaries?
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JOURNALING

5 BENEFITS OF JOURNALING


CLARITY
Allowing yourself an opportunity to calm our mind and to create order
amidst the chaos that is running rampant through your mind.
Through journaling, you will begin to discover lessons to be learned from
observations and experiences to aid in your process toward clarity.



CONSCIOUS MOMENTS OF SILENCE
These moments of silence, allow you to truly connect with your mind and
your heart.
With constant distractions, our mind and our heart cannot truly
communicate.
When journaling, it is important to ensure your mind and your heart are
connected, this will allow your journaling to reflect your authentic
perspective and discover how you feel and what you need.



MINDFUL IN EVERYDAY LIFE
In connecting to your center, you begin to understand what feeds your soul
and what disrupts your journey toward peace and wholeness.
Your intuition will guide you as you honour your process of self discovery
and self care.



CONFIDENCE
As you continue to make journaling a regular practice, you will find
yourself becoming more self aware and positive.
Your positivity will continue to grow as you begin to see your life naturally
attracts moments of growth and love.
Each day will bring new opportunities for you to grow and learn, giving
way to the discovery of your strengths, your needs and how to obtain them.
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JOURNALING

10 BELIEFS THAT PREVENT YOU FROM JOURNALING
1.

JOURNALING PRACTICES THAT DO NOT RESONATE WITH YOU
If you find yourself expressing yourself through an art form, such as painting or drawing, make
it a point to do so through journaling your day.
If you feel overwhelmed by free flow style writing, you may find it therapeutic to use a journal
with questions or bullet points to initiate your journaling process.
Photography can be incredibly therapeutic, as can the editing process. If this speaks to you, you
can create a scrap book of your thoughts and feelings .

2.

PERFECTIONISM
Be patient with yourself.
It is important to write or draw knowing no one will review your thoughts.
Grammar and well structured sentences will not inspire free flowing thoughts and feelings; you
can always release any writings or drawings that will no longer serve you in the future.

3.

STRESSFUL EVENTS
Encourage yourself to express the events that you are grateful for.
“I am grateful for…”
“I am looking forward to…”

4.

SETTING UNREALISTIC EXPECTATIONS
If journaling everyday is stressful, honour your boundaries.
It is unrealistic to believe you will ALWAYS or NEVER do anything; allow your journaling
process to flow from one moment to another.
Forgive yourself for not meeting your expectations.

5.

FEELING OVERWHELMED
Journaling should be kept simple.
Give yourself permission to explore many journaling options and be patient as you discover
which one works best for you.
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JOURNALING
10 BELIEFS THAT PREVENT YOU FROM JOURNALING
6.

FORGETTING TO JOURNAL
Designate a spot in your home for your journal.
Create small reminders for yourself; make post-its, schedule a date/time in your phone, create a
journaling group with a support system where you can all hold each other accountable for your
journaling process.
When beginning your journaling process, be sure to create a relaxing ritual to practice daily. A
hot bath, a cup of tea, meditation, or a walk while listening to relaxing music or an inspirational
audio book.

7.

MISPLACING JOURNALING TOOLS
Select a pencil case or large bag that resonates with you, inspiring creativity and calmness.
Be sure to keep your tools in a designated spot in your home.

8.

NOT PRIORITIZING YOUR JOURNALING
It is easy to prioritize your daily responsibilities over your journaling process; try creating a
reward system after each completion of each journal entry.
Decide what brings you peace, be it gardening, watching a favourite movie, crocheting , dancing
or making a favourite childhood meal.
Journaling can be incredibly rewarding on its own, it can also be draining, as you work to
connect your mind and heart, be sure to reward your process.

9.

BOREDOM
If your journaling routine no longer serves you, try a different journaling technique.
Dream journaling, gratitude journaling or behavioral response journaling may be a refreshing
challenge to consider in order to ignite interest in journaling again.

10. NOT ENOUGH TIME IN A DAY
If you need to quickly let go of an emotion or a thought but don‟t have time to do your
traditional journaling technique, use point form to describe your thoughts or what you would
like to draw later.
Journal once a week rather than daily, just remember to forgive yourself for not meeting your
expectations.
Take your journal to the washroom, or enter your thoughts into your journal during a break at
work.
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JOURNALING

BEREAVEMENT JOURNALING PROMPTS









Who am I grieving?
I miss them the most when...
What is my fondest memory of them?
When I am alone, I tend to…
What do I feel when I visit the places we created our memories together?
In this moment I need…
What is my goal for today?
I wish my friends and family would say these things...

Much like grieving, there is no right or wrong way to journal.
Your journaling process resonate with you as you feel each emotion of grief.
There will be days you will not have the energy to journal.
In those moments it is important to be gentle with yourself and allow yourself that
time to feel what you need to feel.
Honour your grief, it is changing you in ways you may not have imagined.
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Thank you
You are on a path to healing. Although you may never completely heal from your loss, you are
going to learn so much about yourself; how to cope, how to rebuild and how to support others
who are faced with similar pain.
Thank you for your bravery and making yourself a priority.
You are an incredible being filled with limitless potential. The love you hold for those you have
lost is your defining role in your loved one‟s life.
It is time to find yourself.
Yes it will be exhausting, yes it may be overwhelming at times, yes you may doubt yourself from
one moment to the next. These limiting beliefs are part of your process, and you must honour
your unique process, and forgive yourself for the coping skills that may have been toxic prior to
this.
You are growing, be gentle with yourself and know, you are not alone in this.

If you are in need of immediate support, there are numerous emergency supports highlighted on
www.serenityalliance.ca
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